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The Bears Are Out 
Counselor’s Corner by Kevin Crosby 

 

The bears are out.  The other day a big brown bear crossed my path, appearing 

seemingly out of nowhere.  My eyeballs sent a message to my amygdala which in turn be-

gan sending messages to my hypothalamus which then sounded the alarm throughout my 

body and back to my brain.  Adrenaline surged.  I stopped breathing for a moment, my 

heart jumped, and my blood pressure spiked while my sympathetic nervous system kicked 

into gear, triggering the fight, flight, or freeze response.  I froze. 

We all know the feeling.  Fear is a form of stress, and it’s a good form of stress in 

situations where we might be in physical danger.  But what about when we’re stressed and 

we’re not in immediate danger?  Stress acts on the body much like fear.  Small doses are 

okay, but being stressed or fearful too often takes its toll on our physical and mental 

health. 

You might be stressed about your grades, or graduating and not knowing what 

the future holds, or a loved one who is ill, or your own health, or money, or the environ-

ment, or even stuff that you make up in your head…   

There is plenty in our lives to be stressed out about.  That’s reality.  It is what it 

is.  And we often can’t control the causes.  But we can choose what we do about it.  Face 

it, most of us don’t like feeling stressed.  We don’t necessarily like being sad or angry or 

anxious, either. 

So, a lot of people develop habits to deal with what we consider negative emo-

tions; habits like smoking tobacco or cannabis, drinking, distracting ourselves with our 

phones, social media, the internet, television…  These can all serve as avoidance tools, but 

some have consequences.  Sometimes the consequences are huge. 

Instead of reacting to stress by getting high or digging our heads in the sand (or 

our phones), there are healthy ways to counter the effects of stress.  It’s really about prac-

tice, practice, and practice.   

Dr. Herbert Benson has studied stress for decades and says there are three strate-

gies for reducing the negative effects of stress: relaxation, physical exercise, and positive 

social support.  Relaxation techniques include deep breathing, visualizing being in a calm 

place (like an ocean beach), focusing on a calming word (like relax), meditation, repetitive 

prayer, and practices like yoga and tai chi. 

To be fully effective, these techniques should not be used only during a stressful 

event, but practiced daily to counteract the stress we’re bound to experience in our daily 

lives.  Attending yoga classes, for example, provides regular practice in relaxation tech-

niques while getting physical exercise and spending time with others in a calming social 

setting. 

Life can be a bear sometimes, so build your parasympathetic nervous system with 

the skills mentioned above.  Your body and mind will thank you for it. 
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Summer  Slushies 

By Haley Chavez 

 When it’s hot outside, nice cold summer drinks will definitely hit the spot! Here are some 

great thirst quenching ideas that you and your family  can make during the hot summer days! 

 

Watermelon Lemonade Slush 

 Ingredients   

1 cup cubed seeded watermelon 

1 ¼ cups water 

3 tablespoons sweetened strawberry lemonade mix 

        Directions 

Place the watermelon pieces onto a plastic-wrapped baking sheet, and freeze until  

solid, about 45 minutes. 

Place the frozen watermelon, water, and strawberry lemon-

ade drink mix into a  

Blender and blend until slushy. 

Strawberry Kiwi Slush 

Ingredients 

2 cups crushed ice 

¾ pint fresh strawberries, hulled 

¾ cup grape juice 

1 large kiwi fruit, peeled 

¼ cup water 

¼ cup of lemon juice 

                                                  Directions  

              Blend ice, strawberries, grape juice, kiwi fruit, water, and lemon juice in a blender until it reaches   

               an even slush consistency, 25 to 35 seconds. 
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Maintaining Heath and Shape over Summer Break 

By Anahi Gonzalez 

So pretty much all of us have those outdoor activities fantasies, right? Rock climbing, for in-

stance.  But that’s actually too much of an effort and quite risky. With Indoors Rock Climb-

ing you can achieve the thrill in a controlled, safe, and accessible setting! Oh yes, and it’s also 

a workout for your whole body, working the forearms, biceps, abs,  and calves! It’s not just a 

great way to have fun, but also an amazing way to stay fit. 

Hitting the Roller Rinks for roller skating can actually be a pretty fun means of gaining some 

cool health benefits. It offers great Cardio advantages such as burning fat and increasing 

stamina, and it also helps work your core and your calves.  

It’s a great idea to enroll yourself into a Gymnastics and/or Tumbling class cause they usually 

involve some pretty fun routines. Gymnastics is done with equipment’s such as balance 

beams, whereas Tumbling is done without equipment’s such as somersaults, flips, etc. Howev-

er, what they both have in common is that they add great elasticity to your body, make you 

agile, hit important muscles in the arms, chest, and back, and they make you insanely flexi-

ble! These are just a couple of fun activities that can help maintain your shape during the 

summer. 



 Summer Plans  
By Kalena Larson and Taylor Shull 

We all can’t wait until the last day of school is upon us. But what’s summer without some  

some plans? We’ve all experienced those days when everything seems boring and there’s  

absolutely nothing to do. Well here are something's that may help you with those boring  

moments. 

 Park days (when you get a group of friends together and play all kinds of games like soccer, volley-

ball or baseball ) 

 Adventure (when you do things you wouldn't normally do and get outside the box) 

 
       Daydreaming in the park 

 

 

                            

Tanning    
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 Sleepovers; sleeping over at a friends house is a fun experience!   

 

 

 Swimming; going to the pool is a great way to pass the time, and its great exercise! 

 

 

 

 

 Sports; joining a sport is a great way to make some new friends and pass the time! 
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The Mission of the Canary Call is to provide fair, accurate, 

high-interest, and impactful news, sports, and entertainment 

coverage. We strive to empower students, provoke 

discussion, and increase reader knowledge. Through words 

and visual art, we intend to engage youth so that they are 

well informed and willing to add to the voices of the 

community’s public policy and discourse. We do so with the 

belief that fulfilling such a mission increases the quality of 

life for all citizens in Trinidad, Colorado. 

 

Editorial Policy: Published five times a year, the student 

newspaper of Trinidad School District #1 is a public forum, 

with its student editorial board making all decisions 

concerning its contents. Unsigned editorials express the 

views of the majority of the editorial.  
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